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MEMBERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
Consultative members
François Adam, directeur de l’Habitat de l’Urbanisme et des Paysages (DHUP),
Direction générale de l'aménagement, du logement et de la nature (DGALN)
Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire,
Ministère de la Cohésion des territoires et des Relations avec les collectivités
territoriales
Agnès Vince, directrice en charge de l’architecture et adjointe au directeur
général des patrimoines, Ministère de la Culture,
Hélène Peskine, directrice du GIP- EPAU, Europe des projets architecturaux et
urbains
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Barthélémy Raynaud, Vice-President Europan France
Corinne Bertone, Treasurer Europan France
Representatives of the administration
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construction, Direction générale des Patrimoines > Ministère de la Culture
Hélène Peskine, secrétaire permanente, Plan Urbanisme Construction
Architecture, Ministère de la Transition écologique et solidaire,
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Ministère de la Cohésion des territoires et des Relations avec les collectivités
territoriales
Clients representatives

Alain Bertrand, directeur général adjoint, saClient:, Nantes
Pascal Dayre, directeur de l’Action Foncière, ville de Paris
Alain Garès, directeur général Europolia, Toulouse
Yves Laffoucrière, directeur général d’Immobilière 3F
Jean-Luc Poidevin, président de Villes&Projets, Nexity
Designers and experts

Frédéric Bonnet, Obras architecture
Olivier Meheux, TOA architectes
Claire MONOD, architect and urbanist de formation, conseillère régionale Ile-de
France
Bernard Reichen, architect
Membres of Europan France General Assembly
- The members of the Administrative Council
Representatives of the Europan 14 participating cities:

Brigitte Fouré, maire d’Amiens
Christophe Béchu, maire d’Angers
Pierre Mathonier, maire d’Aurillac
Clément Rossignol Puech, maire de Bègles
Alain Juppé , président de Bordeaux Métropole
Stephan de Faÿ, directeur général d’Euratlantique, Bordeaux
Jean-Louis Fousseret, maire de Besançon, président de Grand Besançon
Guy Lefranc, maire d’Evreux, président d’Evreux Porte de Normandie
Philippe Rio, maire de Grigny
Stéphane Raffalli, maire de Ris-Orangis
Francis Kleitz, maire de Guebwiller
Martine Aubry, maire de Lille
Damien Castelain, président de la Métropole Européenne de Lille
Bertrand Kern, maire de Pantin
Jean Foisil, directeur stratégie, partenariats&expertises, EPFif
Jean-Luc Moudenc, président de Toulouse Métropole
Representatives of Europan participating cities with ongoing implementations:

Guy Lozano, maire de Seilh (E10)
Stéphane Bois, directeur pôle métropolitain Nantes-Saint-Nazaire (E11)
André Klein, maire de Savenay ( E11)
Pierre Barros, maire de Fosses ( E12)
Patrick Renaud, président de la CA de Roissy Pays de France ( E12 et
E13)
Alain Louis, maire de Goussainville (E13)
Marie-Claire Diouron, maire de Saint-Brieuc (E13)
François Ouzilleau, maire de vernon (E13)
Patrick Bessac, maire de Montreuil (E13)
Nicolas Binet, directeur général gip MRU Marseille (E12)
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Jean-Luc Bohl, président de Metz Métropole (E13)
Public figures, former representatives of cities and collectivities:

David Morgant, directeur de projets Urbains & Transport Banque
Européenne d’Investissement
Joël Batteux, Conseil économique et social et environnemental
Designers and Experts

Jacques Floch, Président, Agence d’Etudes Urbaines de la Région
Nantaise, remplacé par Patrick Rimbert, maire honoraire de Nantes
Fabien Gantois, architecte et urbaniste
Laurent Gravier, architecte et urbaniste
Olivier Philippe, paysagiste, agence TER
Pascal Rollet, architecte et urbaniste,
Magali Volkwein, architecte et urbaniste
Laurence Schlumberger-Guedj, architecte conseil de l’état
Member of the European Council

Alain Maugard, Président Europan France

SITES AND PRIZES AVAILABLE
10 sites: Auby, Champigny, Floirac, Marseille, Pays-de-Dreux, Port-Jérôme Rochefort,
Romainville, Saint-Omer.
20 prizes (winners and runners-up) to be distributed by the jury. The amount of prizes
may (more or less) vary on the jury’s decision with regards to the shortlisted projects.
PUBLICITY FOR THE EUROPAN 14 COMPETITION
The Official Journal of the European Union and-or the Public Procurement Bulletin and-or
Le Moniteur

LEGAL PROVISIONS FOR FOREIGN ARCHITECTS
Law No.77-2 of 3 January 1977 on architecture
Article 9
Amended by Order No. N005-1044 of 26 August 2005 - art. 2 JORF 27 August 2005

Only individuals registered on a regional register of architects in accordance with the
provisions of articles 10 and 11 may describe themselves as architects.
Only legal entities registered on a regional register of architects in accordance with the
provisions of article 12 below may describe themselves as an architectural firm.
Individuals or legal entities registered on a regional register or the annex of a regional
register are entitled to practice anywhere in France.
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Article 10
Amended by Order No. 2008-507 of 30.05.08 - art. 42 5

Individuals of French nationality or who are citizens of a Member State of the European
Community or another State that is party to the agreement on the European Economic
Area may be registered, at their request, on a regional register of architects, provided
that they are in full possession of their civil rights, provide the necessary guarantees of
morality and fulfil one of the following conditions.
1° That they either hold a State architecture diploma or another State-recognised French
architecture diploma and, in their own name, hold a licence, issued by the State, as a
State-qualified architect authorised to practise as a project manager, or that they hold a
State-recognised diploma, certificate or other foreign qualification to exercise the
profession of architect;
2° That they hold a diploma, certificate or other foreign qualification issued by another
State, which has been recognised in a Member State or in another State that is party to
the agreement on the European Economic Area and which has enabled them to exercise
the profession legally in that State for a minimum period of three years, provided that this
professional experience is certified by the State in which it was obtained;
When the minimum period of three years of exercise did not take place in the State that
recognised the said diploma, certificate or qualification, the holder must be recognised by
the Minister for Culture as qualified with regard to the knowledge and qualifications
certified by that diploma, certificate or qualification, and by all the training and
professional experience acquired;
3° That they are recognised as qualified by the Minister for Culture, after examination of
all the knowledge, qualifications and professional experience pertaining to those required
by the existing rules authorising exercise of this profession, when the applicant does not
hold the diplomas, certificates or other qualifications listed in annexes V, point 5.7, and VI
of directive 2005 - 36 - CE of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 September
2005 relating to the recognition of professional qualifications.
In the circumstances referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 above, the Minister for Culture
may require the interested party to accomplish countervailing measures in order to
register on the register of architects;
4° That they are recognised as qualified by the Minister for Culture on presentation of
professional references establishing that the person has particularly distinguished
themselves by the quality of their achievements in the field of architecture, as judged by a
national committee.
The procedures for application of paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 are set by a Council of State
decree.
Article 10- 1
Created by Order No. N008-507 of 30 May 2008 - art. 42

An architect who is a citizen of a Member State of the European Community or another
State that is party to the agreement on the European Economic Area, who is legally
established in one of those States, may exercise the profession of architect in France in a
temporary and occasional manner, without being registered on a regional register of
architects.
In providing services, an architect is bound by the rules and procedures governing the
conditions of exercise of the profession, the use of the professional title, the professional
regulations or ethical and disciplinary rules applicable to the profession, and the
insurance requirements corresponding to the intended services.
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In order to provide such services, a prior written declaration must be made to the regional
council of the register of architects at the time of the first service provision. This
declaration must be repeated once a year if the service provider plans to exercise his
professional activity occasionally in the course of the year in question or in the event of a
material change in his situation. It should notably accompanied by information on
insurance cover and other means of personal or collective protection.
If the service provider’s qualifications are not automatically recognised, the regional
council of the order of architects shall verify the declared professional qualifications.
Following this verification, and in the event of substantial differences between the service
provider’s professional qualifications and the training required in France, the regional
council of the order of architects shall ask the service provider to undertake a skills test in
order to demonstrate that he has acquired the required knowledge and skills, in front of a
commission sitting at the National Council of the Order of Architects, the membership of
which is set by decree.
A Council of State decree lays down the conditions for the application of this article.
Article 11
Created by law 77-2 1977-01-03 JORF of 4 January 1977 correction JORF 5 and 21 January 1977

Individuals who are citizens of non-member States of the European Economic
Community may be registered, on request, on a regional register under the same
conditions in respect of diplomas, certificates and architectural qualifications, of
entitlement to civil rights and of morality, as French people, subject to the existence of
relevant reciprocity agreements or international undertakings.
If this latter condition is not fulfilled, they may nevertheless be authorised to exercise the
profession of architecture, under a procedure set by decree.
The same decree specifies the conditions in which a foreign architect may, without being
registered on a regional register, be permitted to carry out a specific project in France.
It is essential that all candidates, whether citizens of member states of the
European Community or of a non-member State, should refer to the article above
and to the following decree and ministerial order.
Decree No. 2009-1490 of 2 December 2009 on the recognition of professional
qualifications for the exercise of the profession of architect.
Ministerial Order of 17 December 2009 on the procedures for the recognition of
professional qualifications for the exercise of the profession of architect (texts at
http.--www.legifrance.gouv.fr)
The architect may practise as an individual in a freelance capacity or as a member of an
architecture firm (article 14 of the above law)
PUBLICATIONS FOR THE EUROPAN COMPETITIONS
Results
Europan France publishes and disseminates the results and analyses of each session
and contributes to the debates, both nationally and internationally, through various written
contributions.
Series of publications - catalogues of results in France, themed texts, etc. - have been
published (papers or websites) and can be obtained on request from the French
secretariat.
All the publications are available online at the following address www.europan-france.org
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Several exhibitions have been presented since the beginning of the competition in
France. Among them, Europan France presented an exhibition dedicated to 5
implementation processes, which was created for the first time, at the ENSA Normandie
in Rouen in November 2015. It was also presented in Bordeaux during the E13 results
exhibition. This work is meant to be completed and presented in future Europan events.
Europan algos hosted the event celebrating the 30 years anniversary of the competition
on December 13th, 14th and 15th, 2018. A 50 minutes long movie, entitled “En devenir”, a
book written by Alain Maugard et Chris Younès, and a two days forum were organised to
analyse and study the basis of the competition, and to re-invent them for the next 30
years to come. www.europan30ans.org

IMPLEMENTATIONS
Follow-ups of the competition start with Europan France after the announcement of the
results. Often the site or project expert is commissioned to assist the city and the
rewarded teams in the process of giving them a mission after the results’ announcement.
Beforehand, following the announcement of the results, Europan France organizes an
official presentation and exchange between the different stakeholders and the rewarded
teams (Rencontres Villes & Equipes), which begins the work in situ, and leading the cities
to work with them afterwards. The PUCA finances some processes of Europan followups.
Europan 14
1- Pantin: Urban design study on the area of Portes de l’Ourcq commissioned to
each of the 3 rewarded teams for the end of 2018. CLIENT: City of Pantin and EPFIF.
2- Besançon: After two days of workshop with the 3 rewarded teams, along with the
different stakeholders of the site, entitled “Ateliers Urbains Grand Besançon” (paid
mission), a consultation was organized. Altitude---35, involved in a project, wone the
mission for an urban design and program study on the Campus Bouloie-Temis in
Besançon. Set for June 2019.
3- Guebwiller: after a two-days workshop with the 3 rewarded teams and the
stakeholders, technical specifications have been to put into study for the attribution of
a market on the urban design to one of the 3 teams. CLIENT: City of Guebwiller, NSC
partenaire.
4- Amiens: after a two-days workshop with the 3 rewarded teams and the
stakeholders, technical specifications have been put into study for the attribution of
various of markets on the urban design to one of the 3 teams, on different issues than
the ones inside the study area. CLIENT: Amiens Métropole. The process is explained
in the movie « en Devenir » made for Europan 30 years anniversary, in 2018.
5- Ris-Orangis et Grigny: ongoing preparations for the follow-ups in 2019.
6- Toulouse Métropole: after a two-days workshop with the 3 rewarded teams and
the stakeholders, technical specifications have been put into study for the attribution
of various of markets on the urban design to the group composed of the three teams
(similar to Goussainville implementation processes), end of 2019. CLIENT: Toulouse
métropole.
7- Lille: the teams have been invited in situ, the competition follow-ups are being
organized for 2019. CLIENT: City of Lille and MEL.
8- Evreux: the teams have been invited in situ by the Mayor, the competition followups are being organized for 2019. CLIENT: ca Porte de Normandie.
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9- Aurillac: the teams have been invited in situ by the Mayor to participate to a public
meeting. The competition follow-ups are in the political agenda of the city and are
being organized for 2019. CLIENT: city of Aurillac.
10- Angers: the teams have been invited in situ by the President of Angers
Métropole, The competition follow-ups are in the political agenda of the city and are
being organized for 2019.
11- Bègles: After the Mayor’s leave in 2018, the competition follow-ups are
postponed for now. CLIENT: Angers métropole.
Europan 13
1- Montreuil (with EPFif): urban studies including workshops commissioned to each of
the 3 rewarded teams (F.Descolas, M.Garcia, A.Mondine (OYAPOK) / atelier Georges /
M.Rhein, C.Chevalier, L.Maurice) – 2016- 2017. Second step: urban and architectural
feasibility study given to OYAPOK on Boissière district. CLIENT: EPFif and City of
Montreuil. All the studies are completed. No further development.
2- Metz Métropole_BA 128/ plateau de Frescaty : the 3 teams ( L.Lafont, T.Vergès,
M.Catalan/ O.Follador, T.Nguyen, J.Launay et T.Rezé/ A.Allorent, F.Chenu, G.Nicolas)
have been commissionned for a workshop of 2,5 days, to encounter and share their
points of vue with the sites’ partners. A framework agreement was attributed to the 3
teams in order to make consultations afterwards for urban implementation. By the end of
2018, the project was being developped and conceived. Fanny Chenu architecture et
urbanisme is in charge of the Guide Plan (ongoing) CLIENT: Metz Métropole and EPFL.
3- Saint-Brieuc, from land to sea! The 3 rewarded teams (C.Breton, P.O.Carpentier et
M.Genevrier / I .Chervet/ N.Pineau,J.Chevalier, G.Chiari, N.Schmidt, M.E.Turpeau et
A.Renimel/) and the stakesholders have been invited to participate to several events
organized by the city and the CAUE, and then to a workshop in the city centre public
space; then the 3 teams were consulted in 2016 for the conception of a guide plan for
public spaces of the city centre. Winner: Iris Chervet. In 2018, the 3 Europan teams were
consulted another time for the implementation of two squares in the city centre. Ongoing .
CLIENT: City of Saint-Brieuc.
4- Goussainville, the old village: the 3 rewarded teams ( F.Vidaling, C.Le Bivic /
D.Levin, E.Bru, S.Bouillerot, F.Ricros /G. Duranel, F.Blaise, J.Lenoir/ ) merged into one
collective group entitled « Hyacinthes » and gathered additional abilities so that they
could get a new urban study :« feasibility study of Vieux Pays de Goussainville »
CLIENT: CA Roissy Pays de France and City of Goussainville.
Ongoing work since 2018.
5- Vernon : planning and renovation of Vernon city centre : the 3 teams ( A.Rerat et
L.LePendu / Maya Nemeta/ A.Crouzet, F.Domenech, A.Ferry, R.Manon) were invited to
constitute a collective group so that they could answer to an call for public space
implementation. It started in 2017 and it is being developed.
Europan 12
1- Saint-Herblain – Quartier de Preux: After a feasibility study mandated to each team
(Atelier Chuck, Collectif Fil, Mélaine Ferré & Détroit architectes) in 2015, a framework
agreement was given to Atelier Chuck, after the 3 teams were reconsulted. Completed in
2018.
2- Marseille Plan d’Aou Saint-Antoine: After a feasibility study given to the two
remaining teams (Concorde and Arki_lab), an infrastructure project management
agreement was granted to Concorde, for the conception and implementation of a part of
the public spaces. CLIENT: Soleam. Project presented in the movie “En Devenir” in
2018. Construction in progress
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3- Fosses, the village: Urban study, granted to the TERAU team, led by Morvan Rabin
and Aline Corréa-Bouric, after the 3 selected teams were consulted (Collectif Bolehoro,
atelier Terau and 2:pm architecture) 2015-2018. CLIENT: City of Fosses and CA Roissy
Pays de France. Study completed. Further development planned in 2020.
4- Paris-Saclay: Consultation of the 3 teams (M. Tüür et Yoann Dupouy/ atelier
Georges/ S. Jubert) for the attribution of an urban study “urban and landscape coherence
programme of the Vallée campus in Orsay and Bures-sur-Yvette”. The non-selected
teams were paid for the consultation phase. CLIENT: Etablissement Public Paris-Saclay,
Université Paris Sud, CA + Cities of Bures-sur-Yvette and Orsay. Process in progress.
Europan 11
1- Clermont-Ferrand – site Saint-Jean: urban studies including a new program for the
highschool in the city of Clermont-Ferrand. Studied given to the 3 rewarded teams and
they had to compete (C. Daubas, P. Bailly, G. Saffray / J. Avignon, J. Salomon, B. Manet/
J. Reuillard, A. Bleret, B. Rougery, L. Vedel). Study completed. No further development.
2- Savenay – The Train station: urban and architectural studies for the site of La Gare,
city of Savenay, given to the 3 rewarded teams (L. Lafont, T. Barbier, A. Beaupoux, A.
Delchet, Y. Okotnikoff/ M. Thuillier, L. Roullet/ X. Wang, W. Tian) and they had to comply
with the competitive policy. There was a framework agreement on urban design set for
the winner: L. Lafont, T. Barbier, A. Beaupoux, A. Delchet, Y. Okotnikoff from 2013 to
2018. CLIENT: Communauté de Communes Loire et Sillon. AMO: samoa. Process in
progress.
Europan 10
1. L’Isle-d’Abeau: Urban and architectural study, development of the Champoulant EcoNeighbourhood, for Epani and Isle-d’Abeau municipality, study given to the 3 rewarded
teams (E. Mootz, M. Pelé / S. Martin, C. Duburcq/ C. Bessard, A. Blin) and had to comply
with the competitive policy. Then at L’Isle d’Abeau: they had to design an urban planning
of Zac Champoulant, for Epani / L’Isle d’Abeau: construction of 90 collectives housings,
Isère Habitat, Sdh et Safilaf E. Mootz, M. Pelé architectes
2. Samuel Martin - Christophe Duburcq. L’Isle-d’Abeau, Winners. Urban and architectural
study, development of the Champoulant Eco-Neighbourhood, for Epani and Isle-d’Abeau
municipality.
2. Saintes – transformation of Saint-Louis site: Urban and architectural study, given to
the 3 rewarded teams (M. Wotling, A.L. Bideaud/ E. Besson, A. Serraj, H. Joinau, L.
Perrot / M. Perrin, G. Barraud, A. Herral), and had to comply with the competitive policy,
then M.Wotling, A.L. Bideaud architects (winning team) won the framework agreement
and were commissioned to do a pre-operational urban study, followed by an urban
project to conceive public spaces and program for housings for the city of Saintes.
Process halted in 2014.
3- Seilh – planning of Laubis site: Urban and architectural study, given to the 3 rewarded
teams (H. Ambal, D. Rupp, T. Dufaud / I. Laraqui, M. Bringer/ S. Mocci, C. Atzeni, A.
Dessi (IT)), then H. Ambal, D. Rupp and T. Dufaud architects won the urban project for
the urban planning of the site of Laubis. Framework agreement with a pre-operational
study, urban project follow-up, conception of public spaces, program for housings)
CLIENT: Toulouse Métropole. Process in progress with the implementation of the public
spaces. Architectural implementation planned.
4- Dunkerque: Urban and architectural study, given to the 3 rewarded teams (O. Duffé,
N. Tétu/ S. Van Den Breemer, E. Schuurmans) for the creation of a passage between
Môle 1 and Freycinet 2 Quay, for Dunkerque Grand Littoral. No further development.
Europan 9
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1. Mulhouse, Winner (J.Coulombel). Urban and architectural feasibility study, 2008,
refurbishment of 3 apartment buildings with 62 collective housings, Cité Sellier, for
Mulhouse Habitat. Study submitted. No further development.
2. Clermont-Ferrand, Runner-up (G. Ramilien / A. Swinny, Adjisoériou). Urban and
architectural study, conversion of the Hôtel-Dieu site for Clermont-Ferrand municipality.
G Ramilien architecte was given the study for feasibility and reconversion of the building
Hôtel Dieu into a library for Clermont Communauté. Project halted after 4 years of study
and the site has been sold to a private client.
3. Saint-Chamond: Urban and architectural study, renovation of the area of Hall 01,
former steel industry of Saint-Chamond, for Saint-Etienne Métropole and the City of
Saint-Chamond. Study given to the 3 teams (E. Helft, R. Duley, G. Pinta, G. Dubu/ F.
Galoo, A. Flavigny, M. Dal-Col, D. Bouvier/ C. Fénéon, P. Tetaz, J.B. Lestra architectes).
No further development.
4. Le Havre: Urban, architectural and environmental study, renovation of the area SudMarceau, for the city of Le Havre. Study given to each of the 2 rewarded teams (P.
Normier, E. Postec, C. Besseyre, P. Réach/ J. Deschamps, F. Goulet, P. Leroy, Debien,
G. Le Pottier). No further development.
5. Reims: Urban, architectural and environmental study, renovation of the area of
Chaussée Saint-Martin, Saint-Anne quarter, for Effort Rémois and the city of Reims.
Study given to each of the 2 rewarded teams (C. Bour, A. Beau/ N. Reymond architects).
No further development.
Europan 8
1. Hénin-Carvin: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Edges of the Parc
des Iles, for the Hénin Carvin Urban Community, 2010. Study given to the 2 rewarded
teams (P. Frinault, D. Jouquand/ F. Gantois / Hénin-Carvin architects). No further
development.
2. Dijon: Urban, architectural and environmental study, refurbishment of the Pont des
Tanneries District for Dijon municipality, 2008-2010. Team M Volkwein, V. Gloria, E.
Vincen architectes. Validation of the masterplan, reference plan, urban, architectural and
environmental prescriptions. But no further development.
4. La Courneuve: Urban, architectural and environmental study, refurbishment of the
Town Hall District, for Plaine Commune and La Courneuve municipality, 2006-2012.
Team: H. Loviton, K. Teisseire architectes. Study submitted, public spaces has been
implemented according to the team’s prescriptions.
Europan 7
1. Reims: Urban and architectural study, conversion of the Jeanne d’Arc Barracks site,
for the Reims Saem. Urbanism contract and design of public spaces on Zac Jeanne
d’Arc, for Saem de Reims and Reims municipality. Construction of 53 apartments, 12
first-time buyer houses and 153-space car park, for Reims Habitat. N. Toury, A. Vallet
winner team.
2. Villeurbanne: Urban and architectural study, development of the Terrain des Sœurs,
for Villeurbanne municipality. Study given to each of the 3 rewarded teams (G. Delalex,
Y. Moreau/ F. Nakache, F. Orihuela/ J. Odile, M. Guzy, M. Deroudilhe). Study submitted.
No further development.
3. Valence: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Latour-Maubourg
barracks for Valence municipality. Team: Tardio, C. Djuric architectes. Study submitted.
No further development.
4. Nanterre: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the République-Université
Sector for Epa Seine-Arche. Urban and architectural study, restructuring of the urban and
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commercial hub of the Parc Sud District for Nanterre municipality. Team: L. Gravier, S.
Martin Camara architectes.
Europan 6
1. Marseille: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Ilots Salengro for
Euroméditerrannée. Construction of 20 apartments for Sogima. Team: Jen Metz,
architect Berlin.
2. Rennes: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Mac-Mahon site and
urban planning role in the development of ZAC Mac Mahon, for Rennes municipality.
Construction of 22 apartments and 5 individual houses, Zac Clémenceau, for Aiguillon
Construction. Team C. Nizou, J-F. Maurras architectes
3. Montbéliard: Urban, architectural and environmental study, refurbishment of the
Blancheries sites for Montbéliard municipality. Team E. Dolent, P. Maillols, A. de Muizon,
A. Roubaud architectes
4. Roubaix: Development of the Specifications for the 2004 Maisons de Ville Lille
competition, Ilot Sarrail-Fabricants, for the Gie Lille 2004, Adulm and Roubaix
municipality. Urban and architectural study, project for a public parking-silo and business
premises, Ilot Sarrail-Fabricants, for Roubaix municipality. Urban study, design of public
spaces, Ilot Sarrail-Fabricants, for Roubaix municipality. Construction of 78 first-time
buyer and rental dwellings, businesses, and one 72-space car park, for Pierres &
Territoires. Team: B. Millet, J.Rousseau architectes. Project and implementation being
published in « Europan implementations n°27 »
5. Clermont-Ferrand: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Ilots KesslerRabanesse, for Clermont-Ferrand municipality. Urban and architectural feasibility studies
for the central section of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Ilots Kessler-Rabanesse, for
Clermont-Ferrand municipality. Urbanism contract and design of public spaces on Zac
Kessler-Rabanesse, for Logidôme and Clermont-Ferrand municipality. Team: C.
Boyadjian, P. Prével architects. Project implemented for 80% (still in progress), including
Louise Bourgeois place, inaugurated in February 2019.
6. Sélestat: urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Station District for
Sélestat municipality, 2010-2013. Team: Laurence Gourio, Sébastien Rozier, Christophe
Touet Architectes (IXO architecture). General study in 4 steps completed. Architectural
development planned.
Europan 5
1. Brest: Urban study, development of the Moulin Blanc site. Design of public spaces, a
boulodrome, garden viewpoint, educational greenhouses, washrooms, for Cub. Team: F.
Defrain, O. Souquet architectes.
2. Mulhouse: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Mertzau Sector of Cité
Wagner, for Opac Mulhouse-Habitat. Construction of 15 apartments, 19 intermediate
dwellings, 8 individual houses, 1 departmental residence for the disabled, 2 car parks for
Mulhouse-Habitat. Team: P. Collin, C. Ott et J. Defer architects. Project and
implementation published in « europan implementations n°26 ».
3. Reims: Construction of 30 apartments and 92 individual houses for Effort Rémois and
Foyer Rémois. Team: H.J. Achterberg, M. Foitzic, M. Herz, P. Krebs, M. Wagner, U.
Winter architects.
4. Jeumont: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Station District for
Jeumont municipality. Urban study, definition of an urban renewal strategy for the
Southern Sector of Jeumont, for Jeumont municipality and Anru. Construction of 27
apartments and houses for Promocil. Team: Equipe C. Guillot, R. Chelly architects.
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Urban study, definition of an urban renewal strategy for the Northern Sector of Jeumont,
for Jeumont municipality and Anru. Construction of 30 apartments and houses for
Promocil. Team: M. Pelosse, C. Guyon architectes.
6. Villetaneuse: Urban and architectural study, development of the Secteur des Ilots,
Allende-Centre Nautique, for Plaine Commune, Plaine de France and Villetaneuse
municipality. Villetaneuse : construction of 12 housings and public equipement service
for employement , pour la Caps. Team: F. Decoster, D. Klouche, C. Poulin architectes
Europan 4
1. Athis-Mons: project transferred to the city of Nantes. Urban and architectural study,
refurbishment of Ilot Rieux for Nantaise d’Habitations. Construction of 47 apartments,
an activity centre and a creche, for Nantaise d’Habitations and the Nantes Teaching
Hospital. Team: F. Dussaux, A. Lepoutre, V. Wattier
2. Athis-Mons: Urban and architectural study, development of the Bellevue site, for
Athis-Mons municipality. Team: L. Blanckaert, A. Béal architectes.
3. Grenoble: urban and architectural feasibility study, refurbishment of the Neppert site
for the municipality. 69 apartments, 2 stores, 1 business and office building, one 60space car park, for Grenoble Habitat and Icade-Capri. Team: F. Defrain, O. Souquet
architectes.
4. Strasbourg: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of Ilot de Lombardie, for
Cus. Urban study, refurbishment of Place du Schuttleld, Ilot de Lombardie, for Cus.
Operational plans, project for 35 apartments, business premises and shops, for Cus
Habitat. Team: B. Ressouche, S. Bara, L. Gonin, architectes. Project not implemented.
But the team has built housing in the project developed in the ZAC Kessler-Rabanesse,
for Logidôme and the city of Clermont-Ferrand clients.
5. Belfort: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Erm site for Belfort
municipality and Autb. Preparation of the competition specifications for the construction
of 45 to 60 dwellings, for the Belfort District Opdhlm. Team: A. de Robert de Hautequere,
F. Noir et H. Steve architects.
6. Aubervilliers: Urban and architectural study for the construction of 40 apartments and
10 individual houses, Zac Landy-Lamy, for Sem Plaine Développement and Aubervilliers
Ophlm by the 2 rewarded teams (M. Macian, A. Jouannais, C. Rémond architectes and J.
Kalt, B. Philippon, P. Schwab, I. Utard architectes)
Then, urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Impasses de La Villette, for
Aubervilliers municipality.
And urban and architectural study and urban planning role, Zac des Impasses de La
Villette, for Sodedat
Construction of 42 logements collectifs, and individuels houses, pour l’Oph
d’Aubervilliers. Team: P. Schwab, I. Utard architectes.
Europan 3
1. Mulhouse: Urban and architectural study, reconstruction of the Neppert young
workers’ residential centre, Chopin-Neppert site, for Mulhouse Habitat. Construction of an
80-room residential centre for young workers and meeting rooms, for Mulhouse Habitat.
Team: T.Maire, O. Meheux, A. Oesch architectes. (now part of TOA)
2. Grande-Synthe: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Southern Sector
of Albeck, for Grande-Synthe municipality. Team: M. Flory et I.Moulin, architectes.
Construction of 10 apartments and 14 individual houses for Opac du Nord. Team: M.
Flory architecte.
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Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Site of Moulin Basroch, for GrandeSynthe municipality, Agur. Then feasibility study for the construction of 24 individual
houses, for Cottage Special de Flandres. Team: D.Trottin, E. Marin-Trottin architectes.
3. Reims: Urban and architectural study, development of the Mont d’Arène ZAC for Effort
Rémois. Construction of 107 apartments for Effort Rémois and Foyer Rémois. Team: E.
Babin, J.F. Renaud et G. Le Penhuel architectes
4. Lons-le-Saunier: urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Right Bank - Rue
Regard Sector, for the Lons-le-Saunier Ophlm. Construction of 14 apartments,
administrative buildings and a 215-space car park for the Lons-le-Saunier Ophlm.
5. Meaux: project transferred to the city of Liévin, urban and architectural study,
refurbishment of the More than Sector of rue Marie Liétard, for Sem Artois
Développement. Construction of 21 apartments and a 61-space car park for Sem Artois
Développement. Team: L. Paillard, A.F. Jumeau et L. Pénisson architectes.
6. Plérin-sur-Mer: urban and architectural study, development of the Secteur des
Coteaux on Zac du Plateau, for the municipality of Plérin-sur-Mer and Armorique Habitat.
Construction of 40 semi-collective housing units, a 40-space car park and public spaces
for Armorique Habitat and the municipality of Plérin-sur-Mer. Team: O. de Boismenu, D.
Cronier, P. Lefebvre, L. Meister, J.M. Veillerot architects.
Project and implementation published in « europan implementations n°23 ».
7. Saintes: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of Ilot de l’Arc de Triomphe, for
the Semis and Saintes municipality. Construction of 30 new-build apartments and 5 newbuild individual houses, refurbishment of 29 apartments, business premises, a car park
and public spaces, for the Semis and for Saintes municipality. Team: T. Babled,
A.Nouvet, M. Reynaud architectes.
Project and implementation published in « europan implementations n°22 ».
Project also presented in the movie « En Devenir » in 2018. www.europan30ans.org
8. Le Havre: Urban and architectural study, development of the Rond Point Sector for Le
Havre municipality. K.Krokfors, S. Virolainen, J. Kaakko, K. Limakainen architectes,
Finlande.
Europan 2
1. Saint-Herblain: construction of 61 apartments and individual houses for Samo. Team:
N. Garo, M. Boixel architectes
2. Bussy-Saint-Georges, construction of 50 apartments for Sahlm de l’Arche. Team: C.
Marchadour, F. Sentein / C. Marchadour, F. Sentein architectes.
Construction of 25 apartments for Sahlm de l’Arche. Team: B. Cuomo, P. Nikiforidis
architectes
3. Jaux, construction of 48 apartments for Opac de l’Oise. Team: F. Magendie, V.
Parent, C.Coursaris architectes
4. Châteauroux: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Bitray site for
Châteauroux municipality. Team: A. Taylor architecte.
5. Sète: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of the Eastern Districts for
Campenon Bernard and Sète municipality. Team: S. Glaizol, D. Solis et S.Randic
architectes.
Europan 1
1. Plaisir: Construction of 32 individual houses for Immobilière 3F. L. Swinnen architecte
2. Elancourt: Construction of 41 apartments and 16 individual houses for Opievoy. C.
Chauvin, I. Minnazzoli architectes
3. Guyencourt: Construction of 38 apartments and 23 individual houses for Logirel. V.
Bastié, A. Bruguière, H. Fontaine, architectes
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4. Le Mans: Construction of a student residence with 167 apartments, for Saeim du
Mans et la Scic Amo. J.P. Calori architecte
5. Nantes: Design of 47 apartments for the Samo and Scic Amo. I. Devin, C. Rannou
architects.
6. Reims: 41 apartments for Effort Rémois. P. Cremonini, C. Lauvergeat et A. Gaubert,
P.F. Moget architectes
7. Bordeaux: Construction of a 102-room workers’ residential centre, for the Sonacotra.
F. Marzelle, I. Manescau et E.Steeg architectes
8. Saint-Germain-en-Laye: Urban and architectural study, refurbishment of 180
dwellings for Immobilière 3F. H. Mouhot. P. Primard architectes
9. Rezé-les-Nantes: Urban and architectural study, upgrading of the Secteur Port au Blé
site for ACL Développement. D. Maret, P. Gilbert architectes
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